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Introduction
Special Report

'The title Mims. Bobecalion in the Lbban ilisvirommerumay appear to be a
contradiakm of tem.% Mention the west' 'city° to most people ki America and they
conjure up a vision of buildings, asphalt, people, and =Mc. Yet wMin New York
City dime, there are 40,000 acres of parldand, including Central Parkt 843 acres
wixire lAni enthusiasts and nature lovers witness the annual *pinion.

This report is derived Bun a amference jointly sponscsed by Bank Street
College of Edwation, the Central Park Conservancy, and the Boger Tiny Peterson
Institute of Natural History. Its essential goal is to sdmulate dialogue about how to
make greaser use of existing rescurces to connect urban children to the natural
world. Over eighty leaders representing chy schools and nattrie resources convened
for one and a half days in May 1991 at the jewel of New Yea City's open spaces,
Central Park.

This conference report contains perspectives from a variew of informed
individuals inducting our keynote speakers, New York City's Commissbner of
Envkorunental Protection, Albert Appletco, and world renowned naturalist Roger
Tory Peterson. Equally invortant are the v2s,a et practicing teachers him the South
Bronx to Pasadena, California, and recommendation by the participants who were
given the opportunity to engaw in a serifs of facilitated small group discussions.

The reader is urged to use the content of this report as a data source. The
perspectives and opinions thine professionals offer have relevance for anyone
involved in nature educatice.
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Keynt*C ACkiraira
Odes are part of our natural environment

by Abell Appkton, New York City's Commissioner of Environmental Protection

I think that much ci what passes for environmental education is not very

satisfying. I daft think it's very satisfring to the thicken, and I'm certain the result is

not very satisfying. What wises is often a lot of preaching about being tkly and nice.
You know: nacyde more, save 0111er more. One of the fine things that can ci wne out

of being educated is a sense of crafta sense that learning is a ask and ukunate1y a
sense that life is a craft Life must be learned and continually shaped and re-shaped.
As one of the wonderful Jesuit Fiesta who taught me arce said, ''We who are

humans are both artists and artffstas, both maker and made. At the end ci life we

look to see whether or not it has a theme, highlights, shape, coherence, whether it is

a polished wak of art." We who teachand all of us who try to lead in public life
are in some way teachersmust seek to amuse this sense in the people we teach.

Nowhere is this more important than in the realm of the environment, because

we are experiendng one of the great hinoric upheavals in the long history of world
civilization. Everyday the world gains 250,000 people. Every day it ackis a Staten

Wand, every week it adds a New York City, every month it adds a third ci the United

States, every decade it Kids a new China. With one out of every five human beings
living the middle-class lifestyle of Europeans and North Americans, we have pushed

the plants to the ecke of irreparable eo3logical breakdown.
That ecological breakdown can be seen; its historic consequences ripple

through mom and more. As a race and as a Owlet, we are headed for a future no

one can see. The environment k; the history of the 21st cemury. Those who are to
teach urban nature education must therefore mach mete than a love of beauty and a
love of the marvel of creation. We must teach, in some sense, participation and
invilvement with the fundamental forces that are the history of this planet.

The future of the world is in cities. Cities are marvelous and wonderful
environmental organisms, and they are marvelous and wonderful human organism.
Without cities, there would be no countryside. Organizing the urban experience and
making it work is central to the environmental history of the 21st century. One of
the first things we must do in urban nature education, I think, is make peace with

dties. Our culture teaches people that cities are unattractive, that they are not the
norm, that being out alone in the piney woods is the norm. Urban nature education
should focus =we on cities. U should focus on the question, 'What are the right
places for human beings to liver We have got to look at the hidden rutti-urban

biases in much of nature education and the enviraimental movement In fact, city

residents use much less energy; it's easier to dispose of their garbage; by and large

the water quality around urban areas is actually better, :..ot worse, than in suburban
areas. Ckies have the density to support sewage treatment facilities. Cities chon't

pollute ground water.
It is very easy to design a lot of nature into dties. This city has 40,000 acres of

parkland and 7,000 acres of natural areas. The lairs heron rookery in the state ci
New York is on Staten Island. Our parks define the city. This would be a much
different dty without Central Park. 'What would San Francisco be without its harbor?
What would Chicago be without Lake Michigan? Great cities integrate nature into
their fabric. We must teach that nature is a part of the city.
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We must teach, too, above all, that we are a pan of name. We who am sitting
in this room are as much a pan of name as insects and idargs. We respond to the
same ecological stimuli as other creatures. Our mating ritual:4 are as interesting as
those of many animals. Evoluker funaions the same way in humans. Nature gave
us what the nuyor likes to call egorgeous mosaic. Those of us who have white
skin have it because we grew up in an ice age dknate. Those who have different
sidn colors have them for dila:rem reasons. AB this varkay that we can love and
interact with exists because of nature. We are the products of the natural environ-
ment, am' the city is our natural envkonmentjust as the anthill is the natural
envitonment of an am If we want people to learn to kwe inseas and to understand
snakes, and not to spray against mosquitoes when tbf:y build their maim house
next to a wetland, we should start right here by makmg people see what we are.

WO what sort of ethicatkm do we want to leave our chillen? We want them
to learn na only that nstum is beautiful, not only that nature is interesting but also
that there is a right order of things and a wrung order of things in the natural workt
and the way humans relate to k. Much of what is being done to the natural world is
not just stupid and self-desvuctive; in same larger fundamental sense k is just plain
wrong. It offends the right order d things. Children and teenagers and idealistic
college students know in their gut that there is a right order of things. Ifwe adults
do not steer them toward learning and understandim and being willing to say out
loud uttis is right, tta is wrong,' then we will have faded.

One of the things Hike most about my job, thcargh, is Wan people come up and
say, What can I do about the environment? I hope that aduhs will *xi have to ask
that question a generation from now. Our work Will have been a success wtmn
everyone in the cities d the Uwe knows how to answer that question, in cities that
are seen as an expression of nature rather than as an antagemist to it.

0
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A Dbicussionwith Roger Tay Peterson
The mk of nanny study In awironinentaleducatkm

FOP ntanypeci* Wing baskten aline etip In tkevelop tog a love and

erpnclatIonftw mum Wben Roger 7721y Femme piebifsbed Whet/kid gulde in

1934, be bean a revoketion. in ads ceselsay no one bas been wont imensmenial in

popularizing tbeflektsturify ninatufa

When I lived in Manhanan as an an student, I met various young men from the

Thom County Bkd Club. 'There view eight cw nine of them, and they were all

teenagers. No two of them had the same regkmal origin. We had a complete mis

hits, Scottish, Russian, German, Polish, Xwish, Swedishmut they came firm

various levels of society, but they all found each other somehow. Most of these

young men were passkmate people. If =cone asks you if they should go into

ornithology, it depends on their passion. I am irked by some of those who embrace

the environmental ethic but can =wetly klartify a dozen birds, or even fewer plants

or other animals. Instant environmentalists, I call them. How can they call them-

selves environmentalists if they &et know the components? To build a hewn you

must have the =umiak Awateness of the environment and of conservaticm comes

from feelings, things, and concepts. Peelings usually come first. Then the names of

thingsbkds, animals, and plants. Then a knowledge of what they do and how they

imam and finally the concern.
Birds are the most beautiful, most dynamk, most observable of all wild things.

They have been the rOCUS of my 1* time I was a boy of eleven. But what, you may

wcmder, happened when I was eleven that changed me from a difficuk youngster to

an intense birdwatcher? It was because of a seventh glade teacher. Think of the

dilemma ri being a teacher. How do teachers know whether their eons are
successfuP How do they know whether they have really gotten through to their

studaug It may take years to Melts this; a teacher may never know.

To use my own history as an example: I would not be spealdng hoe today

were it not for Blanche Hornbeck, my seventh wade teacher in Jamestown, New

York Miss Hornbeck organized a junior Audubon Club. For a dime we each got a

membership, and she gave each of us ten leaflets about birds, each with an outline

drawing on the cover. Coloring in the outlints was not much of an artistic challenge.

So Miss Hornbeck also provided us with watercokss. She had us copy some of

Louis Agassiz Fuenes's color plates from Mats Vika' Mt
Although the Blue jay I copied was my first attempt at bird drawing, the

incident that really hooked me on 1Srds fcw life took rnce the following weekend. It

was a Saturday morning in April of 1920. It was April 8, to be exact Carl Hammer-

strom, who lived up the street, and I were free of school that day. We crossed the

tracks awl climbed Swede Hill to expkue new territory. As we entered a grove of

trees near the old reservoir, we spotted a bundle of brown kathas clinging to the

trunk of a tree. It was a flicker, asleep, with its bill tucked under the feathers of its

back. It was probably resting from migration We thought it was dead. I touched it

on the back, and instantly this Mot bundle of feathers gang to life, looked at me

with wiki eyes, and flashed sway on bright golden wings. It was like a resunection.

What had seemed a dead thing was very much alive. Ever since then birds have

seemed to me to be the most vivid expression of life.

Butterflies fly too. They'te elegant and vibrant, but they don't ski& Ar.d

flowers, lovely as they may be, are rooted to the earth. To me, as a youngster,
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chafing under the regimentation of the classic= and the dentanuri ofa stem father,
birds seemed to have it all. They are attractive, they sound cif wfth spkft, and they
can fly wherever they choose, whenen they choose. rm suie that is what appealed
to Elle when I was a boy. There were times when I wished I could fly as they did
and get sway. Ever *ACC that day in April over 70 yea= ago, bixls have occupied my
day thoughts, filled my &tams, danbtaasd my reedits Too narrow a focus? Not
really. Watching birds has sharpened my senses, made my hearing far in= acute,
my eyes mote perceptive, my reaaions quicker. This awareness has radiated far
beyond the birds, embiadng nearly everything that is alive, from my fellow humans
to the least beetle or crkket.

I can =enter every field pip that I made durks those first kw ram I could
recall almost every bkd I saw, and the date. Then ft became, as ft ckes with so many
boys and some girls, a competitive pme to see how many birds I could identify in a
day, to disawer rare !Ards. Gradually I became imerested in the way birds live. As I
learned mae about them, I found that they are sxst quite the free amines I had
bnagined them to be. They sue bound by all sons of natural laws. They go north
and scuds almost by the calerxhr. They seem to follow =airs flyways. A bkd that
fives hi Vermont will not think of going to Wisconsin next year. With their high rate
of metabobsm and furious pace of living, birds demonseate peshaps MOle dearly
than most other animals the forces of life. They sue indicators, quicldy reflecting
changes in the envisonmentthe environment we all share. They are an ecological
litmus test, an early warning syetem sending ma signals when things are out of kiker.
Ws inevslable that the intelligent pesscm who watches birds or manunals cm fish or
butterflies or plants become; an environmentalist.

In the old days, birdwatchers were nemotyped Two or three ci my classmates
who harbored a seaet intmest in birds didn't even tell anyone about it until some
years later. At sthool I was kidded it la, but I didn't let it bother rne. I was the non-
confomist in school. I really wasn't a good student. I flunked biology because 1
argtmd with my teacher. She said the Snowy Egret was extinct, and I said, No, it's
not; k's been caning back since 1925." You don't argue with such a teacher.

But Miss Hornbeck was very different. Re indicated that she did not know
much about birds; she said, "I'll learn with you.' I think this is the important thing
she had a lot of mahusiasm and she made no bones about being one of us. I seem
to think like an artist. I don't think like a compuftm I don't go by the rules. In other
words, I'm not exactly a clone of my teaches& 1 think that's something to have in
mind sanetimes you have a student who you might think at first is not going to
make the breakthroughs.

I like to think of my own contribution to the conservraion and environmental
movement as one of interpreter and opinion maker through my writing and my
painting. It started with my field guidesa visual system for putting names with
things by employing shape, panems, and field markings. My field guides are useful
and functional. but to do their job, the paintings are rather simplified and scheimtic
To have done them otherwise wculd have compromised the purpose for which they
were intended. Simplification is a shon on to field identification, so that a person
might soon gain some confidence and get on to behavior, ecology, astistic portrayal,
environmental activism, and other pursuits.

5
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Urban Nature Education 
Pour Perspecdves 

num& MAOXNALD 0 Dinvor 17,9-seszeoe Ppogowns ai Both Shari 

Coliegg Nap Yotts. hs ~iv about owe:than devekpment settb teat-ben the seek 

the egaestence and knowledge that lean= Mole with them to new laming situa- 

tions. Ae br s a byte shsndbsg Onterat tss nssdacualsang edscation. 

The wog= I direct is for pecyle who have not taught before, which is 

walderful because they come with all the idealism that was born to the profession 
We &set have to change a lot of cid habits. We don't have to say, 'You don't have 

to do k like that."They are just learning, and they become vety involved and 

passionate. 
My concern as a teacher educatcc is how to amoach the relarionship between 

children and adults so that learning can happen. To respond to the needs of the 
urban child, I have to tespond to the fact that the demographics in the dty are 

shifting The last corms says that between MD and 1989, New York City absorbed 

854,000 immigrants, mostly ASitars Caribbeans, and Latin Amesicans, and also 

African-Americans from other cities and towns. I have to nuke it my burin= to 
know who the children in the urban setting are before I can even begin to dedde 
how to help the dialogue between the children and the teachers. 

I spend a lot el time in classrooms, because I Re to talk to the kids. Hike to 

find out what they are swaying about, too. I find that I really have to look at the 

curriculum with teachers, to find oppottunities to build curriculum that surfaces from 

the chkiren. That involves finding out what Irids bring with them and what they 
krum about, and trying to interpret that. 

In thinking about what kids bring with them, there is always the desire to 

know, 'Why did that child say that?" I went into a classroom a kw years back, and 

this kid was terrified of snakes. The teacher said to me, All cl these latino kids are 

really seated of snakes. I don't know what to do. I have these wonderful snakes, 
and everybody loves the snakes except kw the Latino kids." I said, let's find out 

why they hate snakes.° At the next parent meeting I asked, "What do you know 

about snakes?' and they said, *Snakes! They have those snakes in the classroom, and 

they're terrifying? I asked them to talk about the snakes that they knew. Well, for 

everybody who was raised in areas where the snakes are extremely poisonous it's an 

instinctual thing to stay away from them, because if you don't, you're not wing to 

live very long. That doesn't mean that you don't teach abtart snakes, it means you 
start fran the position that there are poisonous stakes and there are nonpoisonous 
snakes, and rxr build from there. Understanding the conflicts in the lives or people 
helps us understand why some things happen and how we should teach. 

Another time, a group of teachers and I talked Omit ways to each metamor- 

phosis. Everybody said, "Why don't we do lxriterflies? I'm real good with butter- 

flies. I !mow exactly what happens." But the teacher from Chinatown said, °I would 
like to rind something more intetesting." I asked what she would kite, and she said, 

-well, I ciao know, something that I understand better than butterflies." So we 
took silkworms down to the school in Chinatown. Before I even brought out the 

silkworms, I put some mulbeny leaves on the table. The people said, I know these 

eaves," and they started talking in Mandarin and Cantonese. They recognized 
mulberry leaves, and tley knew about sfikwcents, and that started this whole thing 
about going on MIS around Chinatown and finding clothing made of silk. It was a 
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raojea that took on a Iffe of its own. You tap the things that they know rather than
the dun that they dont know.

I also have done a workshop for pasenu and dIkken at Bath &feet Coftege.
Several coordinatcas in Disuict 4 had said to me, "The kids disccamect from their
paresis. Because thek patents don't speak English very well, they ate disconnected
fran their familks.° So 1 told them shot the wodeshop, told them I would do it in
Spanish, and suggested that they bring wane of those families. Recause a ke of
families that come Ida have enough connectice with agriculture in their =unities,
we dedded to start growbg different kinds of beans and corn, and I boosts them
on the day ci the workshop. I brought all kinds of popcorn, and lots ci beans. The
parents awn in and they started talking like crazy, in Spanish. The whale thing
started wkh a familiar experience. What happened in the process was that I had to
move bad; whkth was very nice. I had very good book, so that the parents coal
lath at the pictures and talk to the kids. Basically they said, `We know a lot about
growing corn, we know a lot about growing beans.' And the kids sakl, °You know
something about something?*

I just encouraged the diakigue between kids and gimn-ups. I uld the poems
that they lacked oppcatunities to talic to their kids about what thf.y kmw. We tatted
thinking of ways in which they could talk about what they !mew to their kidsthat
was really science, tut was really name. And the kids said, I didn't krwsw ycu
knew this, I didn't know you knew how to Om, I didn't know...n We talked abcut
the patents' stories, and I wrote ckswn some of their stories for their kids. I sakl,
Why don't you take these stories honetheyre your moms' stories and your dads'
=rim see if you can make your own stories.' It was amazing. They left with this
little plant like k was the biggest Inmate they had gotten in a hundsed yeas. It was
the crmnectioft We always try to think, `What do people know? How do we tap
into what they brine and then work from that

Yesterday I was at a school on the west side that has a lazge percentage or
childsen of Spanish background, and they were swdying land formations. I'm always
on this nature kickI bring nature into everything. The kids had invested the idea
of a canoe trip, which was fantastic because they got to write Imes to their families4
°We're going on a canoe trip and III miss you, and this is what I want to take.° They
had brought in literature and writing am! geography. I brought my copy of The
Vbx0icetbe Beagle and read an entry that Darwin had written on May 9, 1834.
They said, `You mean this man was Isom England, and he was traveling and watch.
ing all this stuftr I said yes, but he was asking the people that were thee: what
were these things abort; what were they observing why wese they diffetent? There
was a dialogue. And the kids asked, Where can we get that bookr The whale
kiea that 157 years ago someone would try to take a trip around South America!
What did he find? We talked about finches and about evolution. But k really had to
deal with the question, 'How can I make a connection wkh this pessonr

That is one of die biggest issues for me nowto ustlerstand wban children
and whese they come from, and to mune that they bring a bt with them. Find out
about those places. I think it's hard to find out about all those places and about what
they have, but I think partnerships work between people who have been dere and
people who are here who know science and geography and want to cornea these
disciplines. I think that all the support psograms that we have in the city are tenific
1 have seen people talk about the bird house in the Bronx Zoo to teachers who have
just started to look at bird migration with fourth graders who are also studying
hrunigration; they can deal with the concepts of where birds come from and where
the children come front I work in Queens, and in Queens these ale lots of new

12
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which allows childien to hkle, aawl around, and create a very intimate space within
the natural enviamment for quiet observadon. Raised-bed gardens and pathways are
designed to be accessible to children with different physical abilities.

Materials
Materials in the classroom and in the field that teachers awl children can use to

mrpand upon emergent interests are knponant for supporting the integrated curricu-
lum. They ;sylude magnifying lenses and boxes, temporary observation ways,
meccas, t inoculass, a microscope (on request), and paper fce recording informa-
tion.

Acdvides
A varkty of subject areas become embedded in nanue activities that emerge

from the environment. Children's explorations may lead to experience wilh count-
ing, classifying, observing patterns, and engaging in representatkural thinking, as they
wrft or draw about their observadons. They can wtress cause-and-effect relation-
al* with exampdes of natural systems in the environment, such as creating aunpost
for garden beds.

Nature experharces can be linked to children's daily lives through activities that
reflect the daily use and importance of natural ekments. We can look at the plants
or other natural items that support a family's cultural rx religious observances. We
can extend school activities isao the home environment through take-home projects,
alarm with inform:0km that rehires them to ongoing activities at the school. Plant
ineeritis can be used in a variety of constructive projectsart activitres, clay wiwk,
sand play, collaim they can get ft right out of their environment. Potted plants and
flowers can be placed in the dassrocun, and children can move them around to
create their own sense of environment. I actually brought scene ram in and set
them on the counter, drinking they were a display; and before I knew it, boom! The
plants were placed all over the dramatic play area, and the ldds had aeated a very
useful anungemers for themselves.

Natural materials can be used for cooking and for dispday in various celebra-
tions such as the Chinese New Year, Iranian New Year, Japanese New Year, etc. If
you are Aiming vegetabres and herbs, you can reflect the diverse food preferences
of families in the school. Small scale take-home projects can reflect larger activitres in
the classroom environmenta mini-terrarium for example, is a reirection of a larger
one that is an ongoing element in the classroom. When we piant vegetables at
schen* we send some potted vegetalAz home with the kids. Pets can go borne.
We send home insects to be released in their own neighborhoods. Written informa-
tion regarding these classroom events, with are and handing procedures, go along
with the children. Family and murmur* members can become a part of classroom
activities, sharing their knowkdge and interests. Parents are informed of other
activities in the community drat support the interests children have in nature.

Community and Odd experiences
Childrm are safe and secure in the classroom. Their horizons can be expanded

with field trips, which can offer an important sense of independence and confidence
for children, if age-appropriate expectations for the children's activity levels and
individual imam are considered

Age-appropriate issues to keep in mind are that children need to feel safe and
secure; they must have their physical needs met. I've asked at many field trip sites,



A

"Where ate the bathrooms? and, "Where can we h2ve a snackr If the children
ruen't feeling physically comfortabk, their ability to maintain focus is ceminly
reduced

It is also imponant for field trips to have a fluid agenda, which allows children
to explore in individual ways accorcling to their interests. Some children may be
concerned with safety and stay dose to the teacher, some may investigate very
actively, and some may just want to tune in to fine details. Encourage children to
use all their senses. Offer choices. When we go on hikes, for example, I say to the
children, 'There's going to be a short hike group and a long hilce group. What is
your preferencer The short hate group can have very intimate, 'home base'
experiences, going on shoat excursions, coming back to reference materials, making
plant rubbings and doing different things. The other group is off with deir back-
packs to hike and have a pcnIc As children come back to tte same area over a
period of time, they gain familiarity, and your expectations for compkxity and focus
can expand

Preparation activities can offer children reassurance and help them develop a
focus on the trip. We have done things like bring in plant samples or show slides
beim taking the children on a trip, in orckar to help them tune in to &tails, to focus
on finding certain things, or prepare them for a sequence of events.

If you took children on a long hike through a Japanese garden, the preparation
would help them to realize that indeed the walk was going to end, arid they would
be excited abcnit looking for elements they had seen ahead of time. Individual
interests that come up in an emergent way on a field trip am be expanded upon or
reconstructed later in the classroom to keep the experience going We have done

11
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I was difkrent frcan a lot of my friends, who had other interests. There were
times when I had to seal away, to expirse or go to museums. Because my Emily
couldn't take me to museums, I found ancther way ci doing that, through the Boys
Chth acmes town.

But that first experience of working in her backyard each spring and summer
cutting flowers, planting and harvesting com and squashwas very important-
There was nothing like that happenirg in the Philadelphia public schools, nothing
conneaing me to the land or asking me where I came &an, what kind of valte
systems I had, what kind of tesources I had.

Having that experience has pushed me into this field, which I enjoy. We know
that education about the environment is key to our wald's survival. Our nation has
serious environmental problems, and we need the ccalective energy and creativity of
young minds working on them constantly. Public understanding of how natural
systems work will greatly accelerate the process of enlightening our youth and their
families. How we see and explain the world and convey this knowledge to future
generations determines the organic growth and developnent of our society.

In preparing our youth for the environmental challenges of today awl the 21st
century, we have to see the significance of nature education and nature study in the
historical fabric of this country. As early as 1891, Willxir Jackman's book, Nisture
Study for the Common Schoo4 launched the nature study movement 'Ile leaders of
this movement placed a high value on using the outcbors as a laboratory to discover
and explore an individual environnant with an integrated, academic approach. One
national organization, the American Nature Study Society, which was established in
1908, helped to nurture this young movement with the belief that nature study
should not be unrelated to the child's life and draunstances. Moving forward into
the 1920s, LB. Sharp and Julian Smith, leackus of the outdoor education movement,
forged an appreciation of the multiplicity of factors that clfl srooms tend to isolate.
For example, Sharp and Smith believed that dissection of :fog and tfw study of
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earth :science with soils in a laboratmy have a very limited relationship to the =text
in which such things occur. Outdoms, they felt, ft was imposskie mat to see this
mem and specifically, to see the intenelationships of Imp and soil. Nature study
and outdocx education foster learning in an imegrated way from an integnfted
environment

In the 1930s, the cceservatkm educatiat movement emerrd with a primaty
objective: to educate the publk to environmental protdems and the yam ci preserv-
ing natural =Durres. The focus of this movement was on prolians which them-
selves woe woducts of many imerrelated factors. Programs under this framework
provided students opportunities to explcue systems through a mcse integrated
learning process. This approadi to learning ran counter to the prevailing waves of
academic theOrieS from universities and ccdleges about how students shcadd be
taught, and how teachers were ptepared

In the 1960s, Rachel Casson said, II truly believe that we in this generation must
come to terms with nature.* And I think we are challenged, as a society never has
been challenged before, to wove our maturity and mastery, not of nature but of
ourselves.

In the 1970s, during a period of awakening and awaseness ci global environ-
mental issues, two organizations were bom that have taken on major leadership
roles: the North American Association for Environmental Education in 1971, and the
Alliance for Environmental Education in 1972. Collectively they represent about 50
million people. NAME is an organization of educators, museum and nature center
professionals, and scientists. The Alliance, on the other hand, kr a membership
mganization of otganizations, wfth over 150 membess, incbding environmental
education, hokum, labor, health, civic, psofessional, and public interest groups. We
feel that is imponant for tl me kinds of synergies to come together, so that the public
can annmunicate.

Moving on to the 1980s--the information agethe Alliance for Environmental
Education was very involved in establishing a national network for environmental
education. This is a system of centers that assess needs, provide services and gracher
training, program development, communky cutreach, and research and evakaadon.
There are lots of programs cut there. Many of them haven't been evaluated properly,
and many of them shouldn't be happenin& But there is a mechanism nationally for
this type of communication.

Major cbjectives of this national netsvrk are to reach a broader community of
environmental eckwation organizations and to aeate a broader constituency for
environmersal education. Again, I'm using environmental education as an um-
bsellathat's where we have run into problems with danitkm. Natute study is a
component of this whok process, and only one of the many things that should be
happening. We need an efficient mzchanism for sharing resources and ideas to
prance public and private panne:ships, to promote collaborations between envircn-
=mai o-anizations, and to foseer comnumication, cooperation, and exchanw on
the local, state, regional, national, and btematicual Ieve

In 1988, the Congressional Office ci Technology Assessment published the
results of a study. 'Tided EducatingScientists and Emblem Grade School to Grad
kboo4 it suggested several national goals that I think are apwopriate to what we ale
dealing with here. It suggested that the national goal of maimaining and invigorating
a productive science and engineering work force demands efforts on thtee parts.
First, capable young peop* must be sought out and welcomed throughout the
school years. Second, du* individual talents must be minuted by elementary and
secondary schools and institutes of higher educatbn. Third, they must perceive that

2
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thee will be fulfilling }abs available to then when they graduate.
My 0:laden= at Wave kW give you examples of what I tried to do during

my ten years there. I began by reading a book by Helen Ross Rinse% who has been
a friend for the last sensual years. In her book Ths Minute Mkt 7ittri we of the
things she focused on is the urban envisonment and how to use the sesources
around the school site to engage students in discovery. At Wave Hill, the natural
envisonment has low of wondeful kaares, but k Waled from the norm of where
our chikken are =ring from. Many of our students have worked with Rita de Brito
in the South Ikons, in neighbodymb that they looked upon as neptive. I felt that
our mission was to go into those neighborhoods, to go into those sthools and
provide Wad= wfth tools that could help tims look at the resources in their own
backyards, and then build from those experiawes.

Coming to Wave Hill or to Cerlit2i Park can be a very isolating experience.
Teachers came, had a good time, and then west back. What we tried to do was
build a process Una their staff development kr which we showed them how to use
the rescurces wound them. The experiences that the children wesi through were
the same type of experiences that we put teaches through. We tried to get over the
phobias that wee discussed earlier about sdenoe, about language, about investiga-
tion. We tried to empower teachess to explore the alas they already had, to deal
with the assets that a teacher can bring to the enterprise. Lficewise, we looked at

$ Wave HOI Center for Envkonmental Studies, in the Riverdale section of the Bronx, offers
workshops for teachers end an environmental education program for dosses a school
children, grades K-8. Wove Hill uses ks magaicent prdens, wooded hillside, and historic
residential buildings to apply ks progroms (Hudson River Studies, Indoor Gardening, and
Demobs), which enable children to discover rysture in their own netghborhoods

A ---
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assets that the children brought. From there, we began this process of learn!ng
together. We modeled a way of doktg things, getting away fiom leading and
foaming and focusktg on facilitation, taskixiented learning, and having studeas
develop their language. They come to the scientific terns as they seem to be
apixopriate. If a teadrer says, -1 don't know, let's figure k oue learning is stimulated
and can be most exciting

To validate that idea, Dr. Eleanor Duckworth in her book Having Wondeetal
Ideas and aberEssoa cz Thathing and leannng said the development of intelli-
gence is a maker of having woixterful idea& In other words, k is a creative affair.
When children are allowed to be intellectually creative and when their ideas are
accepted, then not only do they learn about the world, but their general intellectual
ability is stimulated as well.

Finally, environmental education and nature study provide a compelling
rationale for broad, integrated education. Nature study should be understood as an
invadisciplinary process rather than as a discipline in itself. It &col compete with
or replace biology, economics, or political sciences. It emlraces those thing& It is a
guide to bringing these and apixopriate disciplines toopther on environmental
problens. Nature study and environmental education act like an umbrella.

I want to leave you with a quote from Aldo Leopold. In 1945 he asked, °When
are we going to realize that land is a communky to which we belong rather than
treating it as a commodity that we can exploit?

17
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I never had dbcipline Fobkom from any of my kids, and in every class we had
all ability levels. Everybody helped each other, everybody discovered. We had
parent partkipation. ft was a ammunity and k worked.

C)ur administration did not represent a hurdle because everybody was !wpm-
ive. The suppcst from my colleagues was an important =mute. Tve got a tank
you could use," ceTve got a fiker you could use,* or Ware got an idea that you could
use.' And it worked. When I got to Tkarati, the support there was there. 'You
know, if you try this environment it might not work out so well,* I was told. 'Let's
see if we can try this." I was ncx denied anything. 1 got suggestions on how to
make it work beuer. Ideas were there when I was falling apart. And it worked.

Because Mk; was a core curriculum writing came out of It, science, math, story
telling, folk tales, legends that we made up on cur own, and productions. Each of
the kids became a auator in our mini-museum, which happens every year in my
classroom.

Ws the culminating activity; Ws the final in which each child has a vested
interest. If sbe can keep the interest alive, if we can keep the parents involved, if we
can keep funds axning, if we can keep everyone's energy together, I think we can
overconx any taircile. Because the kids are there and ready.

All we have to do IS get the kids involved That's it!

CENTRAL PARK alALLEME
Nature study is a risky business Ar an urban kid. The Central Park

mallow course intmektces adolescents to environmental studies *Pm*
Inaititite games." Blindfolded uelks, rock climbire and other challenges fire
the spirit cf the tam. As kids take initiatite to surmount obstada, they evercise
and leevn to appreciate their own capacity and strength.

RO8ER7D VELEZ is Director of the Central Park !Vont; End Discovery
Program.

A dty's children are a great resource. The idea behind the Central Park
Challenge is to help those children get to know thencives, to take risks, to
cooperate and communicate with each other. An outdoor, experiential educa-
tion course adapted from Outward Bound, Central Park Challenge also seeks to
Wild a sense of pride and ownership in Central Park, csie of New York City's
great resources for outdoor education. We have found that by travelling to a
setting without the usual distractions and expectations, individuals discover
their own potential and asn examim the way they interact with others.

Kids are very capable. What they need to learn is how to work together
as a community. If we can instill in them a sense of teamwork and compas-
sion for each other, then our job as teachers becomes much easier. In a group
there is a sense of security, a sense of tnist, and a bond between each person.
What we try to do in the Challenge course is to help them form thcbe bonds.
Here's an example

A group of junior high school kids came over to the Central Park Chal-
lenge, and with them was a young man named Preston. Preston has some
motor difficukies, and can't really do a lot of things that the other guys can do.

We went ahead and did an exercise that teaches uust, and things were
going s*cll until we got to a rock climbing challenge. We began to scamper
up, and all the guys made it except Preston. There was Preston at the bottom
and he began to climb. He fell. He got back up, and he climbed again, and
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he M. All the guys got together and said, `Hey, man, suppose we support him and
push him up and get him over this thingr I said, don% know. Why don't you ask
Piestcor

Preston turned arcamd and said, *Alt, let me try it one mote time.* He began to
climla This dme he got midi higher. Near the top he began to slip, and all the
other boys reached their hands down and grabbed Wm to pull him up, but Preston
shrugged them off. He saki to them, I'm going to do this on my own, because I
can.*

They all stepped back and watched as this young man, with tears in his eyes,
forced himself up awl finally reached the top. He yelled out, made itr We all
aied. That is what les all about, people. When kids get the idea that there is
nothing that they can't do, that time is no challenge that they cannot overcome,
we've come a Icog way toward educating them.

BROOKLYN CENTER FOR THE URBAN ENVIRCNMENT
Mules of tbe urban envbonment can meat delicate øurcaci sbe natural

wodd and tbe wonderik aorta tfpeop o cay children, givirg Orem reason to ease,
The Brooldyn Cenwribr tbe Man awironmen acobres Brooklyn t natural and bid&
envitonmesus. Programs a: osadow audy sita back* bands-on kanagg to detelop
observation ski* and etwbonmental sensitivity.

MEM R. BLANK isan Early Cbildbood Science 41maalist ai tbe Brooklyn Center
kbe Urban Environment.

The Brooldyn Center for the Urban Environment, or BCUE, was known as the
Prospect Park Environmental Center from its beginning in 1978 until the summer of
1990. Its name was changed to more accurately describe its mission: to educate the
public about Brooklyn's urban surroundings, its natural spaces, and peopk--nade
places. Both of these must be incorporated to encourage an understanding and
appreciation of the urban environment.

We offer programs for children throughout Brooklyn from neighborhoods 25
diverse as Red Hook and Bay Ridge. Our students represent the radal and ethnic
diversity of the borough. Our prrgrams are multidisciplinary. We incorporate the
natural sciences, the arts, social history, and architecture. Both the natural and bulk
environments are used in our programs.

Prospect Park is a 500-acre, designed natural space. It is the setting for many ci
our programs, but we also branch out into Brooklyn's neighborhoods, using such
sites 25 the !Graham Darbyl Plaza and the Brooklyn Bridge for teaching settings.
Teachers are informed about the content of our programs through resource packets
and suggested pre- and post-trip materials. We hold teacher worksfevs at the
beginning of the school year. Our muld-sessicn peograms include planning sessions
between BCUE instnrctors and classroom teachea prior to the beginning of the
program and at the midpoint between sessioar. These sessions inuoduoe teachers to
program content, inform the instmctor to particular needs of tfw group, and most
importantly, aeate a bond between the two members of the teaching team.
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Special Report

Cl'in sorry, the funding eventually will be there) get copies of our prblication called
litotngl4btly in the ay. It's an hien:sting, hands-cal, activity oriented publican=
Ws very teacher films*, with activity sheets, handout sheets, and copy-me pages.
Ws all there Iltachers can do math, sdence, an, history, and soda] mucks using
these materials, But New Yr:* does get A Maar to Mk; which is, againor publica-
tion for the urban child. Both publicanons will be out in Spanish by 1992.

Teachers receive teacher training ce development aedit, and in some cities they
are pakL ln New York City we have workshops in all five boroughs twice a year
using Gateway, the Science Research Center, the Botanic Gardens, Lehman College,
or wherever we are welcome. Ifs usually something that works well wfth their
pfograms. I hope I can continue to network with the New York people to spread
this information, because I think ifs a great opportunity for teachers to have some
fun in the classroom. It takes them away from the blackboard and textbooks. A lot
of teachers say the program is enjoyable, fun, awakening, and enkghtening. Rids get
to look at things differently, and gain respect for where they live. limy 'raze Ws
not the conaem jungle or a dead zone. Even dm schoolyard has life that should be
respected, and it is connected with who they are.

GATEWAY ENVIRONMENTAL STUDY CENTER
Gateram Erwiscosamental.Sturly (Interuss Istablisbal during those promising

skos tfiter the first Earth Day, and U wet past of tbe Piv* Servicet initiate/0 kr bring
pasis to tbepeopie. Goma), U aIi1Jzesbp of two igencia. The partnersb0
occurred isilen creative thinkers in the National Po*Service and New Ibria City's
Board of Education surmised *at the most trectile utsv to brim the :atm popukekm
to the open *was et' Gaiemays 24000acres was to establish a writing relationsbp
between tbe Par* Service and tbe teachers and children ofNew Yorit Q(y.

RUffi 111IENBERG was atordinator f tbe GaierimyIftwironmental Study Center,
New Yor* City Public Schools. Sbe has since mind.

Over the years at Gateway I have seen many, many things happen Interested
teachers responded to the three kinds ofprograms that were offered I) staff devel-
oPment uPon which cverYthing is based; 2) field studies at SIX different sites; and
3) a program that wr originated at Gateway. The curving progam was created to
overawne an as-rade. Those of you who deal with school buses know that !uses
may arrive at Ir., M or 1030 0 see some smiles), and have to leave at noon.
You've got ma0e an hour and a half or two hours to work with those kids. We
said, Wouldn't it be wonderful if we could keep them there for 26 Imurs, so that we
could do star-gazing with them, so that we could study the tides by watching the
high tide and the low tide, so that we could see the sunset, and see the sunriser

Over a period of time we found that teachers who are willing to camp are
something special. Some think it strange that they are willing to spend 26 hours tent
camping in Brooklyn. But they are such believers. And they want to share the
benefas ci what they do with kidiiOanning, woridng, and hiking with them These
teachers formed a support group. They called themselves the Camping Leadership
Alumni Club Cama They were a support club for the Rudy Center program, and
for the park itself. But over fifteen years, they developed into a highly professional
group called Educators for Gateway. They are the second partnership that is so
important to so.,.4 we do.

ft boils down to kids and how sve reach them. We reach them through the
teachers who teach dm= We offer them a variety of experiences. Some of them
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see the horizon for the rust time. Our gad is best expressed by a convnern from a

group of sixth graders from the Bronx, participating in a residential camping pro-

gram, Operation Explore. They said, *Thanks to nature for allowing us to come into

your hune and see the beauty you have to offer.*

DAVID COIEN bas tastes technol ogy at PS 163 Queens, &boot District 25. the

School Vim:an Ecology and Health Selma. He is vice president el/Mut:alms for

Gatesasy, a vobtnteer advocacy gmup foreditcational pnvana in Gateway National

Reelection Am.
Educators for Gateway began as a group that repaired tents and dug grease

pits. Evenmally we staffed conferences, wrote cuMculum materials, and instmcted

the camping leadership muse. We became a support and advocacy group kr

bringing other colleagues to outdoor environmental education. We put to rest a lot

of mgative stereotypes about teachers. If you give us fertile soil, we do indeed

bloom and root. The Park Service gave us that scal.
My involvement began in the mid-70s when my principal, who enjoyed taking

children to forest parks, said, *How would re lilte to twing 30 children to Brooklyn

to sleep in a tent on the cold ground, make sure they all get fed, they don't freeze,
and they come back with most limbs attached to more or less the same placer And
I said, *Yes.* Since then I've led more than 400 children and 40 parents to Gateway.
The Gateway programs are astounding to me as a New York City teacher. I remain
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Special Report

an entlarsiastic teadter after 25 yea= because of what I found at Gateway. The
recipe for Gateway has eight component

*Gateway Naticeal Recreation Area itself is an incredible natural resource. It
doubled the amount of park space available to our children.

'The Gateway wow= has the visica, don cooperation, and commitment of
the Board of Education and the Nationa Park Service to put together such a
pmiram. Jean Naziusky, Bernie Kerschecbaum, and Sam Holmes are names
that should be mendoned here.

'Gateway offers substantIve teacher training. It provides us with both content
in environmental educaticm concepts, and specific activities that are
immediately useful to us.

'Gateway has quality peograms with realistic goals. The tent camping
program and the day trips are both wonderful mtperkences far our children
Operation Explore, whkh goes to Gateway ant results in our spending
two nights and three days in the Tz..oric woodlands of New York State, is a
wonderful program. These thinp happen through the Gateway paztnership.

'Gateway respeas teachers and what they do. Joseph Fernandez was not the
rust one to do sdool based management in New York City. The first and
most effective model of that was Ruth Elenbeig's, which is why we'm here
today.

'Gateway offers opportunities to teach in the most effeaive ways. This means
hands-cc, cooperative learning integrated curriculum, and learning for a
purpose, not 'chalk and talk.* At Gateway we don't ask questions until we
find someone with the right answer. Instead we facilitate everyone's finding
many right answers.

'Gateway programs relate to children in a context that's different from the
classroom. Seeing them in a different light provides insight that may never
surface in the conventitmal classroom setting. You get kids out cm a camping
trip and you see who they really are. You see how wonderful many of tem
can be.

*Gateway programs work within a socially responsit:4,. context.

No undertaking is beyond improvement, and the Gateway programs certainly
have places where they can go.

We need a residential facility at Floyd BPAnen Fiekl. There is one at Sandy
Hook that's not accessible to the Brooklyn, Queens, Manhattan, and Bronx schools.
We need one at Floyd Bennett Field. There are buildings there. We need to run ow
residential programs through the winter.

We need more interpretive staff to lift some of the load from teachers, and we
need more amenities for teachers with the same will, but perhaps not the energy, to
go nonstop for 26 hours. The Operation Explore programs have solved their prth-
lents, and we would like to see that model adopted at tiateway.

We need more enlightened supervisors. Far too many behave as if they are
doing us, as teachers, a favor by allowing us to give up the comfot of OW own beds
and flush toilets to spend 26 hours with 30 children, no nearby mnning water, and
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portable toilets. The truth is, we do usually Mum from these trips 'mistimed,
inspired, and grateful to the people who put the ~nil together. But the truth is
also that these trips sue a phenomenal amount of work and worry, they cost two
nights sleep, the nigln before the trip and the night of the trip. To have an indiffer-
em or even hos* supervisor is an hnmense obstacle to doing these program and
an affmnt to us as teaches. These trips do so much fa. the children, fa. the school,
they ase wonderful for public reladons, and they are something about which die
'Adak school comminky feds proud.

We also need better outreach to teacher& There are teachers who we very
commkted to outdoor education. These people have information, but they need to
know where the programs am, where the resources am. These are also teachers that
might do something Vats environmental edwation, if may they knew how. We have
to find them and train them.

We also need to work on advocag. Our programs, our resources sue con-
stantly under snack. There was an article in the Tintax about Floyd Bennen Field and
the fact that nothing happens there, and no one goes there. The school programs
vice entirely ignored. There was a letter ininted in the Mime We respooded, and
our answer to the leiter is in this newspaper. I ask you to read it. l'he Mines dkl
print a letter, but not my letter, and not any erwironmentalist's lener. It printed a
letter about Wouldn't it be nice if Floyd Bennen Field could be used as a commer-
cial akportr

We're going to come to you for help in protecting these natural resources, and
we know that you'll be there.

WAVY PAN7CdiA has taus& scieritv at Rthtic School 254 Throftlytt
One day a burned out leather from the South Bronx boarded an old school

bus along with 30 children fior what she thought would be an overnight camping trip
at Gateway. Ten years later that teacher was still there, no longer burned out,
happily exploring the many paths she discovered upon passing through that Flathish
Avenue gate. There she found a safe, nunuring environment in which to learn and
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later to teach about the neural world. This rejuvenated weacher learned how to
camp, play the guitar, and extend her daemons beyond school walls.

The paths she followed bed to the Audubcm Society in Connecticut, Pocono
Environmental Education Cater, Stony Hill Prat, and the Tnic Outdocr Educa-
tkrn Center. The insatiable thirst for knowledge that she acquired along the way led
to a sabbatkal at Brooklyn College filed with geology, Nolo" physics, and cherub-
trY courses. Her metamorphosis was in progress. This former ismer city girl who first
stepped on country grass during a Bear Mountain rdcnic at the age ci eighteen now
ckms !tilting boots and a backpack several times a year to lead New York CO school
children on field trips alcog city, state, and national park trail& While once the was
afraid to enter a science lab, she is now leading hands-on science experiences in the
children's lab at Brooklyn Elunentary School. Peeling insecure about teaching natwe
studies, both inside and outside the dassroom, v as the greatest abrade she had to
overcome.

As this teacher wanders through a wonderful maze, ahe rejoices in the knowl-
edge that her adventure has only begun, led by such gurus as Ruth Eilenbers John
Kaminsky, and Mkkey Cohen. Tcsetter with her Educators for Gateway family, this
teacher happily explores a new direction in her prokssional as well as her personal
life. And just hoc does all this influence the urban children in her clone? She got
the answer during a recent field trip, when one little girl looked up at her and said,
*When I grow up, I want to be a scientist, )ust like you.* Then I knew that I would
never be able to mend enough tents, dig enough camp fire pits or give enough
wodcshops to repay my debt to the Gateway Environmental Studies Center.
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Recommendations

The fon= was organized around the question of how to encourage mote
positive use a parklands for outdoor nature education. It is a local issue that has
national impceance. If it can be done in New York, k can be done in las Angeles,
and in other large, urban was throughout the country. FOUM patticipants were
selected because of their recognized 'cadetship in schools, padcs, and envimmenfal
centers throughota New Yolk Oly. These practicing professionab engaged 41 a
series ri facilitated small gimp &scissions that began with this issue and resulted in
the Mowing recommendation&

improve we-service teacher preparation with respect to nature ethics-
don. People in other occupations enter their professices possessing mote tools than
educatots are given. We need to ask teachers' colleges to provide better preparatice
in science comma and the insttuctional techniques requked to teach hands-on nature
education. Teachers' colleges should be imbued with a sense that nature eckxation
is 80 imponant that one can't become a eacher without teceiving some type of
esogram that deals wall the environment. Teacher trainees wed the oppottunky to
learn how to emphasize nature in other disciplines and to develop a cuniculum that
is grounded in salient natural world experiences.

Give teachers the opportunity to participate as learners in tridnit4; mut
swpost experknces. Professional development and support must be part of the
teather's regular program. More school administratces need to know that if we really
want to inspire cur children to save this plants, teachers need resources and time for
professional ikvelopment in these meas. Many teachers report being overwhelmed.
Nurtute enthusiasm fcw nature amcav those machers who are seated of it. These
experiences should tap into the creative process, both on an individual and a group
level.

Develop partnerships whit community nature resources. Once new
teachers are out of colhege, partnerships with community nature organizations
become an essential resource for helping them increase their comfort with the natural
worid by giving them the materials they need Teachets have to know about
community ICSOUrCeS, and they need to become actively engaged with them. The
igtal of the community resource is to ckvelop educators who beconv lawwledgeable
enough to not need them.

Use the immediate envfrimment as a resource. Nature education should
begin by using resoutces at hand. A ccxnmce problem is that people don't know
what other; ate doin& A guide needs to be provided to every teacher to find and
use existing resources. A more effective way for networldng is also essential.

Get families involved We need to work at tlx community level to get
families involved in using parks and other little plots of land as best we can.

Provide eves7 child ha New York City with the opportunity to do at least
one cams** trip. Many participants testified to the disappointment they have
heard expressed from both children and adults who say, "I never went camping and
always wanted to do ft." There was a strong voice advocating at least one overnight
campout for every child in New York CO.

Recognize cost savings potential of student environmental maims
projects. Educate the public about the cost benefits to the city of environmental
action projects by students and teachers. In a society where dollars count, it makes
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sense for nude= to Oam uees and pmides an incentive fix the city to support
such projects.

Establish an Office of Environmental Educadon mid give It abud get. The
rok of the dlice sharld be to oversee the developmem of effective namre educadat

Promote understasang Odle goals Air mon education by parent%
teadiers, and adaninististers. Legitimate concerns for safety and academics ate
put in a realistic perspective when palms, teachers, and administrators have an
appreciation of the irnportance of nature education.

bnprove pubnc relations. Encourage institutions like Bank Sueet College
and the Roger Tory Peterson Institute to get betvar coverage and ongoing publicity to
teachers, professionals, and the public. The whole global wanning issue has really
surfaced because of a unified public Madan effort.

Pores a political acdon conaniktee to organize an ongoing campaign for the
public sector and the government, with publicity and advertising. We want to
planate environmental education !pals to the power structure and to the school
disukts.

Hold a large conference on ensfronnienial educiadon invdving a wide
aoss section of peocie from the media, industry, education, and the private sector.
Involve teachers in the planning of a conference, and be certain that the urban
student popubtion is represented Its exuemely knportant to establish some form 4.1
additional netwaldng. One of the key words expressed at the faurn was the word
'partnership." Greater partnerships result in a fertilization of ideas and actions. This
leads to meaningful progress toward reading the potential ci our existing racemes
fee making urban populations =we in tune wth their natural environment.
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Summary

The nature of environmental ethaaldms

Moen Appleton, New York Cky's Commissioner for Environmental Protection,
stated early in the conference that we must teach more than a love of beauty and a
marvel of creation. We must teach some sense ci panidpation with the funchmental
forces that are the history of this planet. Roger Tory Peterson stressed that a child
tocsins this irocess by fine developing an amiredation for nature, and subsequently
acquiring ecological concepts by using sped& springboards such as birds or plants.

The child as karner of statute

learning proceeds wkh young children from the familiar to the unhmiliar.
Children bring different past experiences and interests to the process of learning. It is
important that dm curriailum not be rigid in save or sequence. Also, the relation-
ship between adults and children greatly influences the child's ability to bond with
nature. Partkularly important in the mukicukural milieu of many urban centers is the
recognition that children and their parents are influenced by different myths about
the natural world.

In creating nature programs for young children, some elemeras to keep in mind
are the physical envircoment, maearials that support the curricukun, activities that link
nature wkh children's lives, and field experiences.

Teachers are students anomie
To improve the quality and impact of nature education, certain needs of

teachers must be addresseck provision for ongoing suppon, time for planning, and
time fix natural maid experiences of their own. The most effective communky
nature programs are those that leach into the neighborhoods and provide teadiers
with the tools that help them use resources in their own backyards.

A view from the field

Bank Street College of Education has found that the long term impact cl a
classroom visit to a mture center is mon effective when the classroom teacher
becomes the leader. Thus, the role of nature cermet staff shifts from one of pure
nature interpretation to tint of staff developer. It has been shown that teachers who
develop such leadership skills find them to be directly applicable toward maximizing
the use of their neighborhood

Student involvement, particularly at the secondary level, is essential to success-
ful environmental programming. Ideas such as having students adopt and care for a
plot of land, and neighborhood dean-up ixojects in which recydables are sold, were
two good example&

Park and environmental center staffs report that it is common to see the
personal discovery of nature lead to a sense of self-renewal among both teachers and
student& Overnight camping and kursive outdoor dullenge programs have proven
to be vitalizing experience& Several teachers testified that such opportunities
provided the cure to their own sense of professional *burnout.*

RecoamundatIons

The priority items that were distilled from hours of small group discussion
emphasize the importance of several areas. Among them are teacher training
school-community parmershipig family involvement; and the importance of camping,
outdoor experienau, and indivklralized cunicukim.
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Mark Baldwin
Program Coordinator
Itmer Thy Peterson Ingthne
Jamestown, NY

RTPI

Bonnie Bellow
New York City Dept. of Environmental Protection
Elm husk NY

Marietta Benedetto
Can:flunky School District 6
New Yair., NY

Eileen Blank
Early Mc:hood Science Spedalist
Brooklyn Caner fur the Urban rnvironment
Brooklyn, NY

Rose Bianstein
Science Resource Center
Franklin lakes, NJ

Lisa Break&
American Museum ci Natural History
New York, NY

Canie indwell
Director of Development and Public Affairs
Roger Tory Peterson Institute
Jamestown, NY

John Cafarella
Supervisor of Science
Canmunity School District 10
Bram, NY

Patricia M. Simpben
Bronx Green-Up
New York Botanial Garden
Er.irironmental Education Advisory Council
Brom, NY

Dona C.anales
Urban Environmental Education Spedalist
National Audubon Society
New York, NY

David Cohen
P.S. 90 Queens
Richmond Hill, NY
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Don Cook
Tiorad Workshop for Environmental Leaning
Bank &red College
New Yak, NY

Rite de &he
Master Teacher and Project Director
New York City Public Schools
New York, NY

Ruth Weisberg
Gateway Environmental Study Center
Brooldyn, NY

Rant Evans
PS. 127
Brooklyn, NY

Gretchen Fen=
Coma Cooperative Extension
New York, NY

Conrad Fernandez
Community School District 6
New York, NY

Jennikr Fong
New York Botanical Garden
Bronx, NY

Carol 'Woken
Community School District 4
New York, NY

Renee Prkelmon
Central Park Conservancy
New York, NY

Ellie Prks
New Ymic Aquarium
Brooklyn, NY

joy Coriznd
Pubic School Dined 2
New York, NY

W.H. Glenn
Praessor, York College
City University of New York
Jamaica, NY
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M M ventures
615 Rivemville Road
Greenwich, a 06831

Brooklyn Center ibr the
Urban Environment
Tennis House
hospea Park
Brooklyn, NY 11215
John Muir, Executive Director

Cattail Park Cbaikree
Central Park Consenrancy
The Arsenal
830 Pah Avenue, Omtral Park
New York, NY 10021
Jor-,. Williamson, Athletics Activities Director

Gateway Envinximental Study Center
Building 272
Floyd Bennett lreld
Brooklyn, NY 11234
John Kaninsid, Director

Roger Tory Peterson Institute
of Natural Iiiistmy
110 Malvin Parkway
Jamestown, NY 14701
Wiliam Sharp, Direcm. cd Education Program

Tiorati Workshop for
Environmental Warning
Bank Street Ccilege
610 West 112 &refs

- New York, NY 10025
Don S. Cook, Director

Wave Hill Center for Bnyfronmental Studks
675 West 252 Street
Bronx, NY 10471
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